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Objectives

- Describe the state of the science of *professional identity in nursing*
- Identify the overall definition, the four domains and corresponding key elements of professional identity in nursing: values and ethics, knowledge, leadership and professional comportment.
- Discuss how *professional identity in nursing* is being used to build new knowledge and new language within the discipline.
- Apply an understanding of the definitions, domains, key elements and exemplars within nursing education, regulation and practice.
- Co-create toolkit materials for incorporating the domains, definitions, key elements and exemplars of professional identity in nursing for nurses in education, regulation and practice settings.
Today’s Agenda (Day 1)

1100-1115: Welcome and Opening Remarks - Cindy Clark and Susan Luparell
1115-1130: Overview of Think Tank 1 and 2 - Cindy Clark and Susan Luparell
1130-1140: Why/Vision/Mission - Cindy Clark and Susan Luparell
1140-1200: Conceptual Model - Cole Edmonson and M. Lindell Joseph
1200-1220: Propelling the Science - Lynne Kuhl and Rhoda Owens
1220-1240: PIN Research Update - Tulla Landis and Beth Phillips
1240-1250: BREAK
1250-1310: State of the Science - Nelda Godfrey
1310-1325: Dissemination - Terri Hinkley and KaryAnne Weybrew
1325-1400: Discussion and Closing Remarks Cindy Clark and Susan Luparell—and the entire group—Nelda Godfrey
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VF2020 Day 2
Today’s Agenda (Day 2)

1100-1130: Welcome Back and Opening Remarks
1130-1150: Setting the stage (Step 1)
1150-1220: Brainstorming (Step 2)
1225-1235: Break
1235-1335: Developing resources (Step 3)
1335-1415: Sharing Your Work
1415-1430: Wrap up